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enterprises are under pressure to reduce telecom 

costs. Wireless spend is one element that is notoriously 

difficult to manage. NPI finds Verizon Wireless enterprise 

customers often overpay by 15 to 30 percent (or more) 

because they have not inspected agreements through 

the lens of the current marketplace, which is highly 

competitive. But negotiating better pricing, incentives 

and terms is no easy task. enterprise customers must 

come to the table with a strong business case and 

predefined objectives.

Verizon Wireless continues to be a dominant force among U.S. wireless carriers with 
a market share of approximately 30 percent. The tight race for the number one spot 
between Verizon and AT&T shows no signs of abating, even as recent M&A activity 
(read: T-Mobile and Sprint), shifting customer requirements, and 5G add new contours 
to the wireless landscape. In response, Verizon has aggressively flexed its competitive 
and operational muscle in recent years, with net margins double those of AT&T.

While the wireless carrier war wages on, enterprise customers are not necessarily 
reaping the rewards of the competitive landscape. Enterprise wireless spend  
management has always been a complex endeavor, but now the complexity and  
resource requirement is increasing as the frequency of changes to usage plans,  
contract terms and incentives accelerates. Even the carriers find it difficult to keep  
up – billing errors are a common occurrence. Between outdated contracts and  
misaligned service plans, NPI finds most large enterprises are paying much more  
than they need to for Verizon’s wireless services.
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Understanding Key Cost elements Within  
Verizon’s enterprise CUstomer agreements

To rein in wireless spend with Verizon, enterprise customers need to inspect their contract 
and subscription/service choices for savings opportunities. This requires a fundamental 
understanding of the key cost elements of Verizon’s contracts, which include:

Between outdated 
contracts and 
misaligned service 
plans, NPI finds 
most large 
enterprises are 
paying much 
more than  
they need to  
for Verizon’s  
wireless services.

Cost/ContraCt item desCription

service discount Based on combined individual and corporate device volumes or spend

device cost Devices can either be bought at list price, subsidized, or financed on 
installment plan

activation credit Bill Incentive Credit on a new activation at a certain plan price for a 
2-year commitment. Paid on smartphone and data-only devices

loyalty credit Paid for contract renewal

upgrade credit Paid at time of device upgrade and renewal on 2-year plan

etF/eu Waiver pool A virtual pool of waivers that can be used to avoid early termination or 
early upgrade fees

plan costs Net cost for subscribing to plans and features

It’s important for enterprises to ask two questions as they understand, calculate and prioritize  
the importance of these key contract/cost elements:

1. Am I paying the best price for the services I am using?
2. Am I getting the best commercial terms, incentives and discounts?

These questions are the cornerstone of carrier contract optimization – a non-disruptive 
way to achieve material savings on Verizon wireless spend. In NPI’s experience working 
with clients, savings typically range from 15 to 30 percent, with some outliers achieving 
40 percent or more.

preparing for negotiations

Strong customer-side negotiations with Verizon require diligence and thorough  
preparation. Before entering negotiations, enterprises should arm themselves with the  
following information:

from yoUr Verizon aCCoUnt team
• Quarterly business review presentations

• Individual liable (IL) device contributions, including number of devices and spend

• List of upgrade-eligible and out-of-contract subscribers 

• Balance and consumption of any ETF/EU waivers

from yoUr internal analytiCs
• Consumption – average data consumed by each type of device

• List of upgrade-eligible and out-of -ontract subscribers (to compare to Verizon’s list)

• Any plans for significant near-term changes in business requirements  
(within the next 6 to 15 months), including device refreshes, project  
deployments and downsizing
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Based on this information, customers should also be aware of where they may/may not 
have leverage during negotiations with Verizon. While there are numerous ways to maximize  
buy-side leverage, the most important is new activation potential. Verizon will typically 
demonstrate greater pricing and contractual flexibility in an account that is projected for 
substantial growth. The second most important lever is the number of out-of-contract 
devices. An account with more than 50 percent of devices out of contract has much more 
leverage than an account with only 10 percent of devices out of contract.

NPI’s clients also arm themselves with price benchmark analysis that quantifies specific 
cost reduction targets and defines targeted improvements in cost-related business terms 
that guide the negotiation process.

Verizon Wireless Cost redUCtion Best praCtiCe: 
foCUs on non-disrUptiVe taCtiCs first

There are numerous ways to reduce wireless spend, but only a handful that deliver  
meaningful savings without zero business disruption. Out of the four primary ways to 
achieve wireless savings, enterprises would be wise to focus on the two most high-value/
low-risk tactics as they evaluate and inspect their Verizon spend for savings opportunities: 

Carrier Contract Optimization: The optimization of pricing/rates, discounts, credits and 
business terms. If you haven’t optimized your carrier agreements in the last 18 months,  
if you have grown significantly, or if you have satisfied your minimal annual revenue 
commitment (MARC), now is the time to re-optimize your carrier contracts. As mentioned 
earlier, savings of 15 to 30 percent are typical. 

Subscription and Service Optimization: The optimal selection of provider/vendor plans  
and services based on actual and forecasted usage, and grooming of zero-use lines and 
services. While some businesses can get away with performing this exercise on a quarterly  
or semi-annual basis, it’s best done monthly for most enterprises. Savings of 10 to 25 
percent are typical.

NPI advises Verizon enterprise customers to get expert assistance with contract optimization  
and a contemporaneous subscription/service optimization analysis that realigns plans 
with usage. These important first steps yield the most savings over the longest period of 
time for the least effort, and position customers well to establish a cadence for ongoing 
tuning and control of “as is” telecom spend.

aBoUt npi

NPI is an IT sourcing consulting company that helps enterprises identify and eliminate 
overspending on IT purchases, accelerate purchasing cycles and align internal buying teams.  
We deliver transaction-level price benchmark analysis, license and service optimization  
advice, and vendor-specific negotiation intel that enables IT buying teams to drive measurable  
savings. NPI analyzes billions of dollars in spend each year for clients spanning all industries  
that invest heavily in IT. For more information, visit www.npifinancial.com.
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